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Henkel launches new digital employer branding campaign

“For Those Who Step Up”: Henkel’s new employer branding campaign

Düsseldorf – Under the umbrella “For those who step up”, Henkel has released a new employer branding campaign. The re-launch is comprised of website and global talent-communication material that focuses on individual employees and their personal experiences with Henkel. The tonality and look-and-feel of the campaign builds on Henkel’s entrepreneurial mindset and showcases what prospective talents can expect when they start working at Henkel. The Henkel mindset is strongly conveyed in bold and catchy headlines such as “Step up,” “Team up,” “Stay curious,” “Keep Challenging” and “Change the game.” The Berlin-based communication agencyHYPERLINK "https://www.rckt.com/de/" \h  HYPERLINK "https://www.rckt.com/de/" \h RCKT developed the global campaign and introduced it globally to suit employees in over 75 countries.

“These days, prospective job applicants are searching for positions in companies where they can identify with the company’s values and goals. This is why it’s important to communicate clearly about the cultural assets and work culture that you can expect of the company,” says Elizabeth Schaumann, Global Head Employer Branding at Henkel. “Here, we offer more than jobs. We offer the chance to expand one’s way of thinking by encouraging innovation and collaborating with a truly global team. Therefore, we are proud to display our employees’ unique stories at Henkel.” 

By communicating personally and directly with prospective applicants, the campaign makes use of digital and social media to attract Millennials as an important target group. “This generation is looking for more than just a job. They want to actively contribute to shaping a company’s culture through personal development and taking part in meaningful projects,” says Schaumann. 

Henkel’s employer value proposition
“For Those Who Step Up” is a global campaign that steps into a dialogue with the leaders of tomorrow and encourages them to continuously learn and grow in their careers. It focuses on Henkel’s value as an employer, which is based on four pillars that increase the company’s agility and pioneering spirit: entrepreneurship, teamwork, life-long learning, and the drive to shape the future. The campaign focuses on what Henkel and Millennials have in common, namely their ambition toward their work and their drive to seek constant personal development. The same applies to Henkel as a traditional business. For more than 140 years, the company always strives to transform itself, and successfully evolves to lead changes in the market. Henkel is looking for candidates who share this mindset, which is consistently part of all communication materials. With personal stories, the campaign tells potential applicants that Henkel is the right choice for those who stay curious, who collaborate, who contribute to meaningful projects and want to make a difference within a global corporation. 

The video series MyStory@Henkel kicked off the new campaign by giving an authentic and unfiltered behind-the-scenes look at the company with personal accounts of current employees who explain their daily tasks and what made Henkel stand out to them. These stories are shared on various social media sites, such asHYPERLINK "https://www.linkedin.com/company/henkel/" \h  HYPERLINK "https://www.linkedin.com/company/henkel/" \h LinkedIn,HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/henkelcareers" \h  HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/henkelcareers" \h Facebook andHYPERLINK "https://www.instagram.com/henkeltalent/" \h  HYPERLINK "https://www.instagram.com/henkeltalent/" \h Instagram. As part of the campaign,HYPERLINK "http://www.henkel.com/careers" \h  HYPERLINK "http://www.henkel.com/careers" \h Henkel’s career website was also revamped to portray the diverse individuals who work at Henkel.

About RCKT
RCKT accompanies companies and brands into the digital age. With a team of around 65 employees and a network of over 200 experts, RCKT is dedicated to strategic consulting and creative implementation of digital projects. Its customer base includes established DAX companies and digital market leaders, as well as medium-sized companies and up-and-coming start-ups. RCKT was founded in 2015 together with Rocket Internet SE and is managed by the founding team of Nils Seger, Lisa Teicher and Karolin Hewelt. In 2018, RCKT was named Communications Consultancy of the Year by PR Report. More information about RCKT can be found at: www.rckt.com.

About Henkel
Henkel operates globally with a well-balanced and diversified portfolio. The company holds leading positions with its three business units in both industrial and consumer businesses thanks to strong brands, innovations and technologies. Henkel Adhesive Technologies is the global leader in the adhesives market – across all industry segments worldwide. In its Laundry & Home Care and Beauty Care businesses, Henkel holds leading positions in many markets and categories around the world. Founded in 1876, Henkel looks back on more than 140 years of success. In 2018, Henkel reported sales of around 20 billion euros and adjusted operating profit of around 3.5 billion euros. Henkel employs around 53,000 people globally – a passionate and highly diverse team, united by a strong company culture, a common purpose to create sustainable value, and shared values. As a recognized leader in sustainability, Henkel holds top positions in many international indices and rankings. Henkel’s preferred shares are listed in the German stock index DAX. For more information, please visit HYPERLINK "http://www.henkel.com" www.henkel.com 
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